Friction plays a vital role in several micromanufacturing processes. Since the eighteenth century, the phenomenon of friction has been widely investigated, but it is still one of the least understood subjects. In this article, a review of studies on friction in micromanufacturing is presented with a background of existing knowledge at the macro level. While there is a general recognition that force of friction is several times higher in micromanufacturing than that in conventional manufacturing, there is a dearth of robust and reliable models, especially suited for micromanufacturing. At present, a pocket model can be considered as the only friction model for micromanufacturing, which demonstrates how friction increases considerably with diminishing size under lubricated conditions. However, this model does not capture the physics of friction under dry conditions, which may be heavily dependent on the grain size as well. There are several contradictory results in the literature, particularly with regard to the roles of surface roughness and temperature. Thus, there is a need to carry out an in-depth investigation on the tribology of micromanufacturing processes.
Introduction
Micromanufacturing has become a buzzword since the last two decades. The word connotes the following four different meanings:
1. It is the manufacturing of a component whose two dimensions are less than 1 mm. 1 More precisely, it is the manufacturing of a component whose at least one orthogonal view can be confined in a square of 1 mm side. The components of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), micro-optical electronic systems (MOES), micro-reactors, fuel cells and micro-medical systems are some examples of the products that are produced by micromanufacturing. 2. It is the manufacturing of sub-millimetre size features on a small or big component. 2 For example, the diameter of a gear can be more than 1 mm, but one tooth may be much smaller. Similarly, a hole of the diameter less than 1 mm may be drilled in a large plate. 3. It is the manufacturing process in which tools, machines and fixtures are of much smaller size compared to the corresponding conventional process. It may also refer to a process in which an unconventionally small amount of material is processed at a time. 3 For example, in microturning process, the uncut chip thickness may be less than 10 µm; in most of the conventional turning operations, the uncut chip thickness is more than 10 µm. 4 . It is the manufacturing in a small factory. 4 The factory may be of the size of a room.
Micromanufacturing processes can be classified into subtractive, additive, mass containing, joining and nano-finishing. Micromachining is a subtractive process that involves the removal of a small quantity of material to obtain the desired shape, size or feature. Examples of additive manufacturing processes are 3-dimensional (3D) printing and cladding. Microforming is a mass containing process that can be divided into bulk microforming and sheet microforming. Examples of bulk microforming processes are micro-rolling, microextrusion and micro-forging, whereas examples of sheet microforming processes are micro-deep-drawing and micro-bending.
Microcasting is another mass containing process. Examples of micro-joining processes are microwelding and micro-bonding. Nano-finishing processes are employed to obtain a high degree of precision and surface finish.
Two important parameters that affect the performance of a micromanufacturing process are material behaviour and friction. 5 The information about material behaviour and friction at the macro level cannot be fruitfully utilized at the micro level; this phenomenon is called the 'size effect' in the literature. 6 The size effect refers to the deviation from the proportional values of the process characteristics that occur when scaling geometrical dimensions. 7 The size effect also occurs in several conventional abrasive finishing processes such as grinding. Rowe and Chen 8 explained the size effect by a sliced bread analogy. In the slicing of a bread, the energy requirement increases with the number of slices due to the increase in the surface area of the cut. In the same manner, in the conventional abrasive finishing and micromachining, the energy requirement increases as the surface to volume ratio of the chips increases. Long back, Backer et al. 9 had speculated that as the size of the chip reduces, the number of defects in the volume of the material to be removed also reduces, causing an increase in the strength of the material. This claim was refuted by Nakayama et al. 10 On the other hand, the sliced bread analogy indicates that an increased surface area increases the contribution of the rubbing and ploughing frictions.
The material flow behaviour at the micro level has been investigated by several researchers. 11, 12 Vollertsen 13 grouped the size effects into three categories: density-, shape-and microstructure-size effects. The density-size effect causes an increase in the strength of the material due to the reduction of defects. On the other hand, the shape-size effect reduces the flow strength of the material as the surface to volume ratio increases. This effect has been explained by a surface layer model theory, 5 which argues that the grains located at the free surface are less restricted compared to grains located inside, thus leading to the reduction of the overall strength. The microstructure-size effect includes strain-gradient plasticity effect that causes an increase in the strength with the increase in the spatial gradient of the strain. These effects may occur simultaneously. However, the density-size effect is predominant in the size range of 1 mm-10 mm, the shapesize effect is predominant in the size range of 100 µm-1 mm and the microstructure-size effect is predominant in the size range of 10 µm-100 µm. It is clear that material strength will depend on the type of micromanufacturing process. For example, in an open-die micro-forging process, strain gradients are not high, and thus due to the predominance of the shape-size effect, the flow strength of the material reduces. In contrast, during micro-indentation (e.g., for making some micro-features), the strain-gradient effect will dominate, causing an increase in the flow strength. Overall, the force requirement depends on material behaviour as well as friction. The scope of this review article does not allow to include a detailed discussion of material behaviour at the macro and micro levels. The objective of this article is to present a state-of-the-art survey on research related to friction in micromanufacturing.
Friction is the resistance to the relative motion between two contacting bodies. In micromachining, friction occurs between the job and the tool. In microforming, friction is mostly between the job and the die, and sometimes between the job and the tool. In microcasting and microwelding processes, fluid flow friction is also important. In 3D printing, there is friction between various layers of the job. Many nano-finishing processes such as magnetic abrasive finishing, abrasive flow machining and chemo-mechanical polishing are highly dependent on the proper control of friction. Friction is a poorly understood topic even at the macro scale, and it is not uncommon to either neglect it or choose its magnitude in an arbitrary manner. The research in the area of friction is still undergoing. However, its importance has tremendously increased in the context of micromanufacturing. Experimental studies have indicated that the magnitude of the friction force in micromanufacturing is several times higher than that in the conventional manufacturing; [14] [15] [16] the relative contribution of the friction force to total force is even higher.
This review article strides to discuss various aspects of frictional behaviour in micromanufacturing. The article is organized as follows. After a brief discussion of the physics of friction in Section 'Physics of friction', Section 'Commonly used models of friction in manufacturing' presents some commonly used friction models in manufacturing. Section 'Measurement of friction in manufacturing' critically discusses the experimental methods for the measurement of friction. The application of these techniques to measure friction are highlighted in Section 'Experimental study of friction in micromanufacturing'. A concise review on the modelling of friction and its incorporation are discussed in Sections 'Friction models in micromanufacturing' and 'Incorporation of friction in micromanufacturing', respectively. Section 'Challenging issues' presents the challenging issues in the modelling of friction and Section 'Conclusions' concludes the article.
Physics of friction
Friction is the tangential reaction force occurring between two bodies in contact. By Newton's third law of motion, the frictional reaction force will always oppose the relative motion between two bodies in contact. The maximum value of the tangential reaction force that a body can apply on another contacting body is dependent on the chemical, thermal and mechanical behaviour of the material, characteristics of the contacting surfaces and the applied load. Figure 1 shows a fishbone diagram depicting important factors that influence the friction in micromanufacturing.
During the sliding of the two bodies in contact, the frictional force does not remain constant but fluctuates as a result of the sticking of the surfaces and subsequent sliding. This phenomenon known as the stick-slip was first pointed out by Bowden and Leben. 17 Friction in dry sliding contact between flat surfaces can be modelled as elastic and/or elastic-plastic deformation forces, assuming asperities in contact at a microscopic scale. [18] [19] [20] Each asperity carries a part f i of the normal load F N . It is assumed that asperities undergo plastic deformation until the contact area of each junction has grown large enough to carry a part of the normal load. The contact area (a i ) of individual asperity junction that deforms by making contact between the two surfaces is expressed as
where H is the hardness of the weaker asperity. Thus, the total contact area (A r ) can be expressed as
Equation (2) is satisfied even for elastically deformed asperities, considering H as the adjusting parameter. The tangential deformation is elastic for each asperity contact until the shear stress due to the application of loads exceeds the shear strength τ of the surface material, when the deformation is termed as plastic. In that case, the total frictional force (F T ) is given by
This provides the coefficient of friction (µ) as
Equation (4) appears to be very simple and gives the deceptive impression that the coefficient of friction is independent of the normal load and sliding velocity. In reality, it is not so, because the shear strength at the surface may strongly depend on the surface film formed due to the environmental reaction and also on the velocity. Similarly, hardness may depend on the load also. If τ and H are estimated correctly, perhaps this simple equation can provide a reasonable prediction of the coefficient of friction. Bowden and Tabor 21 considered the combined effect of normal and tangential loads. The normal load determined the real area of contact, whereas the tangential load was considered to cause shear over this area. If an element is subjected to uniaxial compression test, the reaction is the normal stress, p 0 , which can be assumed to be at the point of yielding. Further, if a tangential load is applied, it experiences an additional shear stress, s. Now, for the material to remain at the point of yielding, the normal stress reduces to a value, say, p 1 . For a constant normal load, the area of contact increases. This is termed as the 'junction growth'. By Tresca criterion, the relation between p 0 , s and p 1 can be written as
Replacing 
Equation (6) indicates that for a given normal load, an increase in the tangential load can increase the area A r , and thereby the coefficient of friction.
In the sliding of two dissimilar materials, the asperities of the harder part penetrate into the softer surface. This often produces grooves as the shear stress exceeds the shear strength. This phenomenon is termed as ploughing or plowing. It increases both friction and wear. When the sliding takes place, only the front surface of the asperity comes in contact with the softer body. For such cases, the normal load (F N ) is balanced by the horizontal projection area of the asperity (A H ), whereas the frictional force (F T ) is balanced by the vertical projection area of the asperity (A V ). For an isotropic material, if the yield pressure of the solid is p 0 , then
Hence, the ploughing coefficient of friction (µ p ) is given as
For a hard spherical asperity of radius R in contact with a softer surface, the coefficient of friction may be obtained as
where d is the track width (i.e., the diameter of indentation). This expression is valid when d is much smaller than R. It conveys that the ploughing friction is proportional to d/R. Thus, the ploughing effect may be very significant in micromanufacturing. Classical models do not account for the grain size of materials. Recent studies have shown that the coefficient of friction decreases with the grain size of the sliding materials. 23 The incorporation of the grain-size effect is important for friction models of micromanufacturing. Another important aspect worth considering is the temperature. An increase in the temperature softens the material, which may have two opposing effects. It may significantly reduce the shear strength at the interface, not only due to material softening but also due to the formation of an oxide layer. According to Equation 4 , this effect will tend to reduce the coefficient of friction. However, the material softening may enhance the ploughing effect by increasing the track width d, which according to Equation 10 will tend to increase the coefficient of friction. In the literature, researchers have reported two contradictory results regarding the effect of temperature on the coefficient of friction. Lenard and Kalpakjian 24 observed that an increase in the temperature increases friction in flat rolling. On the other hand, Yamaguchi et al. 25 observed that in some cases, an increase in the temperature reduced the frictional resistance of rice bran ceramic. They also observed that the effect of temperature on friction is also dependent on the mating pair. Venugopal et al. 26 observed an insignificant effect of temperature on friction of Armco Steel. On the other hand, Pawelski et al. 27 reported an increase in friction with an increase in the temperature.
To summarize, the physics of friction is very complicated and there are a number of influencing factors. Friction is influenced by not only the material properties of the contacting materials but also the surface chemistry. At the micro level, the ploughing effect may play a major role apart from the van der Waals forces that become important at low normal load and smooth contacting surfaces.
Commonly used models of friction in manufacturing
In most of the early mathematical modelling of manufacturing processes, Amontons-Coulomb's or constant friction factor models are employed. The Amontons-Coulomb's model is not suitable for micromanufacturing processes as pointed out by Blau. 28 However, mainly due to its simplicity, it is perhaps the most widely used model. Although a number of other models have been proposed, they are also based on various simplifying assumptions. Moreover, it is not easy to experimentally determine the parameters of those models. In sequel, some common friction models are briefly described.
Amontons-Coulomb's model
In 1699, Guillaume Amontons stated that the force of friction is proportional to the normal load and is independent of the contact area. 28, 29 This was also observed by Leonardo da Vinci (1452−1519), but his work got unnoticed for a long time. Hence, the friction model, in which the limiting tangential friction force is proportional to the normal force, is known as Amontons', Coulomb's or Amontons-Coulomb' model. Coulomb had stated that at moderate sliding velocities, the friction force was independent on the magnitude of the velocities. He also called the ratio of the friction force to normal force as the coefficient of friction.
This model has been extensively used to model the manufacturing processes. Several researchers tried to improve this model by taking the coefficient of friction as a function of various parameters instead of a constant value. For example, surface roughness and strain-hardening exponent dependency has been considered in this classical model.
30,31

Constant friction factor model
In the constant friction factor model, the frictional force is considered equal to the product of a frictional shear factor f and shear flow stress k of the weaker material. The factor f ranges between 0 and 1. This model provides a lot of simplicity in the modelling of manufacturing processes, particularly by upper bound theorem. It indeed represents the frictional behaviour in metal forming at high normal pressure, but not at the low normal pressure, where the frictional shear stress will surely be positively correlated with the normal pressure. As the Coulomb coefficient µ and friction factor f are two different measures of friction, researchers have tried to find out a relationship between them. 32 
Wanheim and Bay's model
Wanheim 33 developed a classical model to analyse friction between two solids based on the slip-line field theory considering the plane-strain case. He considered that the asperities of the rough surface are similar to the wedge-shaped geometry before coming into the contact. Wanheim and Bay 34 suggested an improved model for the frictional shear stress, assuming it to be a certain function of the roll pressure and friction factor. They observed that at low normal pressure (p/σ y < 1.5), the frictional stress is proportional to the normal stress, whereas at high normal pressure (p/σ y > 3), the frictional stress is almost constant where p is the pressure and σ y is the yield stress of the workpiece material. The two ranges are combined via an intermediate transition region.
Although Wanheim and Bay's model is more realistic than either the Amontons-Coulomb' model or constant friction factor model, only a few researchers have used this model in the modelling of the processes. [35] [36] [37] Wanheim and Bay's model relies on an empirical parameter f, which may depend on the temperature and surface roughness. However, such dependency has not been theoretically incorporated.
Asperity-based model
Greenwood and Williamson
18 studied the effects of friction on the material properties and surface topography, considering elastic contact between two flat surfaces. It is assumed in this model that large numbers of asperities on the surfaces make contact and near the summits, they can be considered of spherical shape. Often the height of asperities is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. A plasticity index (ψ) is defined as
where E is the equivalent Young's modulus, H is the hardness, R is the radius of the asperity and σ is the standard deviation of the surface heights. This factor indicates if the asperities will deform elastically or plastically. Chang et al. 38 reported that asperities of smooth and hard surfaces deform elastically due to low value of ψ (≤2.5). Rough and soft surfaces have high values of ψ, causing plastic deformation of the asperities. Chang et al. 39 studied the effect of plasticity index on friction with the inclusion of adhesion. In general, the contact can be elastic, elastic-plastic or fully plastic. 18, 19, 38, 40, 41 For a given nominal area, the contact area is nearly proportional to the load. 20 Tabor 42 had provided the concept of the junction growth that occurs on the application of the tangential load. By the asperity-based model, Adams et al. 43 showed that the coefficient of friction increases by an order of magnitude in a nano-scale asperity contact compared to a micro-scale asperity contact.
One of the latest asperity-based friction model is that of Mao et al., 20 which includes the effects of strain hardening and junction growth. However, no practical example of a manufacturing process was chosen to demonstrate its applicability. Dixit et al. 44 developed a code based on this model by including the temperature dependency; the model predicted a decrease in the coefficient with an increase in the temperature, which was confirmed through the ring compression test (RCT). They also pointed out that the greatest bottleneck in applying the model is getting the proper value of friction factor. Geiger et al. 1 had reported drastic variations in friction factor from macromanufacturing to micromanufacturing. The friction factor includes the effect of surface chemistry and/or oxide thin film at the interface, which cannot be determined only by an elastic-plastic analysis.
Measurement of friction in manufacturing
At present, there are various methods of evaluating friction (in terms of friction coefficient µ or friction factor f) experimentally. Methods such as RCT, double cup extrusion test (DCET), strip drawing test, forward extrusion test and bucket cup extrusion test are predominantly used in manufacturing. Some research groups introduced spike test, upsetting sliding test, injection-upsetting method and T-shape compression test as well. Most of these are well understood and documented for manufacturing practice in macro scale.
RCT was first used by Kunogi 45 for comparing various lubricants in cold extrusion of steel. In RCT, 46 ,47 a billet of ring shape with outer diameter: inner diameter: height as 6:3:2 is compressed between two rigid flat dies. The change in the internal diameter is taken as a reference and is plotted with the height change for various lubricants. As shown in Figure 2 , the inner diameter increases in low friction cases (like good lubrication), while it decreases in high friction conditions (reduced lubrication). Male and Cockcroft 48 had produced calibration curves with percentage reduction in the height as the abscissa and percentage change of the inner diameter as ordinate for measuring friction in RCT. RCT is unsuitable for evaluating friction in closed-die forging, as in RCT, the metal flow is simple and lower forging pressures are involved. DCET 49 was introduced later to measure friction for closed-die forging in which forging pressures are higher. In DCET, a cylindrical billet is compressed between two rigid punches and an 'H'-shaped deformation is created onto the billet (Figure 3 ). The ratio of the deformed heights (h u /h l ) with respect to punch displacement is calibrated to evaluate friction at the contacting interfaces.
Movind Punch
Partially deformed billet Stationary Punch RCT and DCET have been used for characterizing lubricants meant for bulk macro forming processes. However, several researchers have pointed out dependency of RCT and DCET tests on strain hardening index, strain rate sensitivity, working temperature, surface characteristics, etc. For example, Sofuoglu and Rasty 50 and Sofuoglu et al. 51 studied the behavior of plasticine and showed through RCT of two soft materials, black and white plasticine, that the strain rate and barrelling affect the calibration of interface friction. This conclusion was arrived at by comparing the change in the internal diameter versus the change in the sample height of the experimental and finite element simulation data. To study the effect of strain rate, the strain rate-dependent and independent material models were compared in finite element simulations with all other inputs as the same. It was concluded that RCT calibration curves are material dependent. The literature on RCT on metals for evaluating friction factor is quite rich. The effect of temperature on the friction calibration curves seems to be ambiguous. The effect of temperature is mainly because of the change in viscosity. By comparing finite element method (FEM) simulations and experiments, Rudkins et al. 52 suggested that RCT is suitable for measuring friction in hot working. They also observed that increasing the temperature from 800 °C to 1000 °C increased the level of friction. Wang and Lenard 53 conducted RCT on a micro-alloyed steel at different strain rates and temperatures; friction reduced with increasing strain rate. Narayanan et al. 54 used RCT to evaluate friction factor of four different lubricants and the values were incorporated in finite element simulations. They also predicted the hardness variation during a cold forging-extrusion operation.
Like RCT, DCET has also been used for evaluating friction. Some notable contributions are by Buschhausen et al., 49 Barcellona et al. 55 and Schrader et al. 56 Based on the finite element simulation of DCET, Buschhausen et al. 49 pointed out that the assumption of constant friction factor along the complete interface may not reproduce the microscopic conditions in the real process, especially in microforming applications. Barcellona et al. 55 showed that friction factor evaluated from DCET is more accurate than that evaluated from RCT in a forging operation. Schrader et al. 56 showed that interface friction in DCET is sensitive to strain hardening index, extrusion ratio, billet height to diameter ratio, difference in friction at lower and upper punches, but less sensitive to strength coefficient and punch die land.
Several researchers have used combined forward and backward extrusion test for measuring friction. 57 This test was actually started in the early 1980s. 58 Hu et al. 59 introduced a steady combined forward and backward extrusion test in which on one side a cup is produced (backward extrusion), while a rod is produced on the other side (forward extrusion). A schematic of the test is shown in Figure 4 . The ratio between the lengths of the extruded cup and rod for a given punch displacement determines the friction factor. For evaluating the friction for sheet metal forming, the commonly employed test is strip drawing. [60] [61] [62] In this method, a sheet is pulled between two rigid surfaces that impart normal force N ( Figure 5 ). The drawing force F is separately measured. The coefficient of friction is taken as F/(2N). A similar expression can be obtained for drawing through a conical die. Hao et al. 63 used L-shape and U-shape strip friction tests as shown in Figure 6 . The coefficient of friction is obtained by applying the equations of force and momentum balance. Vollertsen and Hu 64 conducted friction using a strip deep drawing test in which a strip was drawn into the die cavity and the overall force was measured. By calculating the bending force theoretically, the share of friction force was estimated. They studied the effect of scaling down the punch diameter from 100 to 1 mm, for which the sheet, die dimensions and clearance were also scaled down, a move towards microforming. The contact pressure was related to μ empirically for all the punch diameters. The importance of ranking a set of lubricants (both harmful and harmless) towards sustainable manufacturing was suggested by Bay et al. 65 via many sheet forming friction tests such as bending under tension test, drawbead friction test and strip reduction test. The drawbead friction test was also used by Figueiredo et al. 66 to show the strong dependency of die surface roughness on μ variation. Ju et al. 67 and Subramonian et al. 68 used the cup deep drawing process as a simulative test to characterize the lubricants for stamping of aluminum alloy and steel grade sheets. They minimized the error between experimental and finite element simulation data to evaluate μ. Apart from these popular friction tests, several researchers have proposed the inverse methods for determining friction in metal forming. Ebrahimi and Najafizadeh 69 suggested a method to measure friction based on the measurement of bulge in solid disk forging. Gudur et al. 70 proposed a method to estimate the coefficient of friction by measuring the curvature of the rolled sheet in an asymmetric rolling process.
Experimental study of friction in micromanufacturing
The effect of scaling down or the size effect during micromanufacturing as compared to macromanufacturing is considerable. There is a drastic change in friction, material properties and data reliability in micromanufacturing. In general, the laboratory scale friction tests described in the previous section for macromanufacturing can be used in micromanufacturing with sample and tool miniaturization. Engel and Eckstein 5 clearly pointed out the effect of miniaturization in friction in their survey article. Through RCT, Geiger et al. 71 showed that friction increases during miniaturization when lubricating oil is used. However, it is independent on size in dry conditions (no lubricant case). The frictional size effect was explained by the concept of 'open lubricant' pockets (OLPs) and 'closed lubricant' pockets (CLPs) on the sample surface, which is explained in detail in the subsequent section. The CLP case is advantageous as friction is less when compared to the OLP case. The ratio of CLP to OLP in a sample decides the friction changes in micromanufacturing, specifically in microforming. During sample miniaturization, the share of OLP increases, thereby increasing friction and f value. 72, 73 Attempts made by Eriksen et al. 74 on micro-DCET of a copper alloy revealed that at micro scale, friction factor f is larger than that at macro scale. While available friction test methods are scaled down for micro-applications, Fu and Chan 75 questioned their validity. Moreover, in the case of dry lubrication, the effect of miniaturization is ambiguous, unlike in lubricated cases, where the concept of OLP and CLP works well. Nielsen et al. 76 showed the importance of tool roughness and lubricant viscosity on friction evolution in micro-upsetting. They concluded that (a) a tool with very fine polished surface minimizes the size effect and reduces friction because of better retaining ability of lubricant and (b) a higher viscosity lubricant, because of lesser lubricant discharge, minimizes the size effect and friction. On the other hand, Gong et al. 77 showed that the size effect on friction depends not only on the lubricated or dry conditions but also on the type of lubricant. Cylindrical billets of similar geometry with initial diameters of 6, 4, 2 and 1 mm, maintaining height to diameter ratio of 1.5, were compressed using different lubricants. The f value increased to about 0.2 because of miniaturization only when soybean oil was used. However, the difference in f was as small as 0.04-0.07 when talcum powder or petroleum jelly was used.
The scatter of data (related to deformation and friction) during micromanufacturing is of concern as indicated by Mori et al. 78 and Vollertsen and Hu 79 . Mori et al. 78 conducted experiments using Kolsky stored-energy equipment on brass and steel samples to study the dependency of friction on grain size, contact pressure and specimen size. It was concluded that there exists large scatter in data and the effect of grain size, contact pressure and specimen size are not statistically significant. The micro-deep drawing experiments showed more scattering of punch force with miniaturization. 79 The surface characteristics and hence friction effect in micromanufacturing (specifically microforming) can be modified significantly using the surface coatings on die and sheet samples. 16 The diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings have gained popularity in minimizing the size effect and wear of tools in macroforming and microforming. Wang et al. 80 deposited a DLC film on the female die and blank holder during strip drawing and found that the decreasing sheet size did not play larger role in the tribological behaviour of DLC film. Moreover, it performed better than castor oil. Wang et al. 81 showed the superiority of DLC film over polyethylene film in micro-deep drawing of gold strip to make a microcup of 1.1 mm diameter. DLC film exhibited strong wear resistance and adhesion strength with the substrate material. Even after 100 tests, the DLC film was intact which showed its ability to withstand larger strains. When compared to uncoated tools, the DLC-coated tools showed lower μ values during a tribo-test on stainless steel specimen X5CrNi18-10. 82 Gong et al. 83 illustrated that using DLC coating as a lubricant, it is possible to deep draw a microcup of 0.95 mm inner diameter successfully, with lesser drawing force and enhanced limit drawing ratio. Its performance was better than when castor oil was used for the same purpose.
Ultraprecision machining involves micromachining in which the size effect is important. Kim et al. 84 simulated the orthogonal cutting operation on a copper grade with a cutting velocity of 100 mm s -1 and depth of cut of 2, 1 and 0.2 μm. The tool rake angle and clearance angle were kept as 0° and 6°, respectively, while the tool edge radius was 0.2 μm. It was observed that the specific cutting energy for 0.2 μm depth of cut is approximately 1.5 times compared to that at 2 μm depth of cut. The main cause for the size effect is tool edge radius. Aramcharoen and Mativenga 85 used the ratio of the undeformed chip thickness to the cutting edge radius as a parameter to analyse the micro-milling of hardened steel. From experiments, they pointed out that the size effect is noticeable when the ratio is less than unity. A good surface finish was obtained when the undeformed chip thickness was chosen of the same size as that of the tool edge radius, while the burr size reduced with an increase in the ratio of the undeformed chip thickness to the tool edge radius. While the chip thickness is considered vital for the size effect study, Mian et al. 86 showed that the cutting velocity is also dominant in micro-milling of Inconel 718 nickel alloy. Another parameter, the ratio of feed per tooth to tool edge radius, was also dominant, mainly in minimizing the burr root thickness. Weber et al. 87 studied the influence of friction in orthogonal micro-turning of AISI 1045.
Friction models in micromanufacturing
As discussed in Section 'Commonly used models of friction in manufacturing', a number of friction models were described to find out friction in manufacturing processes without considering the size effects. Engel 14 incorporated the size effect phenomenon in Wanheim and Bay's friction model by employing the real contact area (RCA). The RCA of a scaleddown specimen provides the depth of penetration on the workpiece surface, which can be determined by a 3D-surface profilometer. For all the engineering surfaces, the frictional behaviour greatly depends on the characteristics of deformation of asperities. 18, 20, 38 A brief review of friction models in micromanufacturing is provided in the following subsections.
Pocket model
The pocket model is one of the most promising techniques among the friction models to describe the general trend of increasing friction with decreasing dimensions in lubricated conditions. It is based on the principle that a lubricant is entrapped in asperities between the forming tool and workpiece. Figure 7 shows an enlarged schematic diagram of open and closed pockets. The closed pockets can retain the lubricants during forming. At the micro level, in the absence of a lubricant, the size effect in friction was not very pronounced; however, with the use of a lubricant, the size effect was significantly high with larger friction factor than that at the macro level. 14 Open lubricant pockets (OLPs) have their roughness valleys connected to the edge of the surface and the lubricant is not retained within. Hence, they cannot support the forming load. Thus, the asperities alone bear the forming load, resulting in a higher degree of surface flattening, that is, increased RCA, higher contact stress and, thus, higher friction. On the other hand, in the case of closed lubricant pockets (CLPs), whose valleys are not connected to the edges of the surface, the lubricant gets trapped in the pockets. An increase in pressure during forming is experienced because of this. A part of the external load is taken up by the hydrostatic pressure and the asperities experience a lesser normal force and thus lesser frictional force. Thus, it can be inferred that the ratio of OLP to CLP plays an important role in deciding the RCA and normal pressure, which in turn governs the frictional force. 
where α O , α C and α RC are the fractions of OLP, CLP and RCA, respectively. When the workpiece gets deformed with the displacement of the tool, the fractions of CLP, OLP and RCA vary. As the peaks of the asperity are compressed, the fraction α RC increases, whereas the fractions α O and α C decrease. Based on the geometry, the following scale factor defines the limit of friction in the macro and/or micro levels:
where A s is the area of the outer contact surface, A n is the area of the entire contact surface that includes the inner contact surface and outer contact surface, and λ is the size-dependent scale factor. With decrease in the size of the specimen, the ratio of OLP to CLP increases. In case of CLPs, the normal pressure acting on the asperities is mostly affected by the developed hydrostatic pressure. 14, 15 The normal stress under a lubricated surface is expressed as
where σ n is the normal pressure acting on the total contact surface, s 0 n is the stress acting on the unlubricated surface and p is the hydrostatic pressure acting through the CLPs. Normally, the OLP and RCA are the influencing parameters to find out the coefficient of friction.
Wang et al. 88 used the concept of OLPs and CLPs for developing the relationship between OLPs, CLPs, RCA and λ. These relations were introduced in the Wanheim and Bay's model. A linear relationship between the RCA and normal pressure under dry friction conditions was found. The following relation of the coefficient of friction at the interface (µ cm ) in micro scale is obtained:
where µ 0 is the coefficient of friction under dry conditions, p m is the normal pressure under lubricated conditions and p l is the pressure induced by the compression of lubricant volume trapped in the CLPs. The p l can be estimated using the tangent bulk modulus (K) of the lubricant using the following relation:
where V is the volume of the lubricant trapped in the CLPs.
Adaptation of asperity-based model to micromanufacturing
Asperity-based model assumes that a number of contact junctions are formed by the asperities of the contacting surfaces. The friction force between sliding surfaces at micro scale has three different components, and the total value is the algebraic sum of these components. These additive components are as follows: 89 (a) the deformation of surface asperities, (b) the ploughing component and (c) the adhesion component. A lot of models have been proposed to determine the first component; one of the latest model is by Mao et al. 20 The difficulty in applying this model in practice is that the model requires material and roughness parameters that are often determined empirically. Moreover, one requires a friction factor parameter that may depend on the surface chemistry. The other two components are explained in the following paragraphs.
Venkatachalam and Liang 90 mentioned that the tool edge radius plays an important role for understanding the cutting phenomenon in micromachining compared to conventional machining. For example, the blunt tool edge changed the cutting geometry as the rake angle becomes largely negative in orthogonal machining. The very small undeformed chip thickness values in micromachining (ranging from a few nanometers to about one-tenth of mm) lead to the ploughing and rubbing of the tool flank face on the machined workpiece. Normally, this important phenomenon is ignored in micromachining.
Zhang and Tanaka 91 proposed a friction model at micro and nano scales using the molecular dynamics approach. They considered that the tool and workpiece have smooth asperities and are made of discrete atoms. The hard tool slides over the workpiece. In order to understand the interaction of the atoms, the Morse potential is used. Figure 8 shows the variation of friction with the ratio of the depth of indentation to the tool tip radius. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the coefficient of friction is not constant, corresponding to a very low depth of indentation. Thus, the ploughing effect is pronounced in micro-scale machining processes. If the width of the groove is larger than the radius of the sphere, such as in many micromanufacturing processes, then the coefficient of the ploughing friction can be obtained as follows: 92, 93 m p
Adhesion effect is also one of the influencing parameters. When two deformable bodies slide against each other, there is a force of adhesion whose magnitude depends on the nature of the two surfaces. The force of adhesion can be defined as the force of attraction between the substances such as glass and water. Suh and Sin 89 derived the relation of the coefficient of friction using the slip-line field theory which includes the adhesion effect, and it is given by 
where
where α is the angle of contact of hard asperity and f is the adhesion strength, which is basically a friction factor. The key issue is how to determine these parameters experimentally.
Incorporation of friction in micromanufacturing
The study of friction in micromachining processes has attracted the attention of many researchers. The mathematical modelling of friction of the conventional manufacturing processes is not suitable in micromanufacturing processes due to the presence of the size effect. 15, 87, 94 The size effect is one of the common buzzwords in miniaturization. In the literature, several explanations are provided to define the size effect in micromanufacturing processes. Subsection 'Microforming' presents the research contributions related to friction in microforming. Subsection 'Micromachining' presents the review of friction in micromachining. The papers related to the dependence of friction in ultrasonic-vibration-assisted micromachining (UAM) processes are discussed in Subsection 'Ultrasonic-vibrationassisted machining'.
Microforming
Most of the models used in metal forming do not consider the effect of surface roughness, which becomes important in microforming. Becker et al. 95 developed empirical relationship to determine friction factor considering surface roughness. Jeon and Bramley 96 provided the following empirical expression to determine friction factor f:
where a/t is the amplitude to wavelength ratio of the surface topography, assuming it to be sinusoidal. The major limitation of this expression is the need to evaluate four constants. The size effect during the simple micro-upsetting operation was studied by Kim. 97 Using the scale factor λ, the equivalent friction factor f e was evaluated as
where f l and f d are the friction factors at dry and lubricated conditions, respectively. When λ approaches micro scale (i.e., λ→1), the equivalent friction factor f e becomes same as that in the dry friction condition. The f e values were incorporated into a finite element model to predict the forging load in an actual micro-upsetting operation. With a decrease in part size, the deformed billet profiles became similar to that in the dry friction condition due to the reduction in the contribution of CLPs. Xie et al. 98 provided new insight into the deformation mechanics of the process and a method to fabricate the ultra-thin foils. The friction coefficient increased and the flow stress was found to decrease with miniaturization.
Micromachining
Micromachining is a process of creating sub-millimetre size component or feature on a meso/macro-size component by the removal of material in micrometre or even nanometre range. 2 Kim et al. 84 emphasized that the consideration of tool-chip phenomenon is essential in developing an accurate cutting model because the friction force is strongly related to the chip formation process. In micromachining, friction is one of the most important control parameters for getting better quality products with minimized efforts. A few researchers compared the frictional behaviour in the micromachining processes with that in the conventional machining processes. 87, 99 The behaviour of friction in micromachining followed a different trend than that in the conventional machining due to the presence of the size effect.
A number of researchers used either the Coulomb's model or Zorev 100 model to predict the stresses, strain rate, temperatures and cutting forces in micromachining processes. 84, 101 The Coulomb's model is defined as the ratio of frictional stress to the normal stress at the tool rake face; its validity becomes much weaker in high-speed machining. On the other hand, in Zorev's model, the normal and tangential stresses are expressed as a function of tool-chip contact length as depicted in Figure 9 . As per this figure, the Coulomb's coefficient of friction in sliding regime is less than 1; it may be more than 1 as well, particularly in micromachining. Özel and Altan 102 reported an increase in the average coefficient of friction at low undeformed chip thickness. 
Özel
101 analysed the performance of five different friction models in orthogonal cutting using the FEM model at specific cutting process parameters. The FEM model assessed the cutting forces, maximum temperature at the tool-chip interface, stress distributions on the tool rake face, tool-chip contact length and shear angle. The simulation results were compared with the experimental results of Childs et al. 103 The variable friction models developed from the experimentally measured normal and frictional stresses at the tool rake face provided better predictions.
Maekawa and Itoh 104 had pointed out a need to understand the behaviour of the material deformation and removal, the surface roughness and the interaction of the tool and workpiece in micromachining. They carried out simulations using molecular dynamics considering the nano-scale machining; it was found that the influence of friction and tool wear on the cutting mechanism is similar to that in the conventional machining. The major difficulty with the molecular dynamics simulation is the requirement of huge computational time. Son et al. 99 studied the influence of friction coefficient on minimum cutting thickness in micro-cutting for three different workpiece materials. They observed that the friction coefficient and the tool edge radius are the foremost parameters for determining the minimum cutting thickness with a continuous chip. The combination of a smaller tool edge radius and a higher coefficient of friction reduced the minimum cutting thickness. Weber et al. 87 conducted the experiments to measure friction as a function of contact pressure, temperature and relative velocity in micro-cutting. The experiments were performed using pin-on-disc set-up considering the dry conditions. Figure  10 shows the variation of the coefficient of friction with relative velocities at different temperatures. It was observed that friction was significantly higher at the temperature of 600 °C as compared to the room temperature and showed an increasing trend with the relative velocities. The room temperature results were confirmed with the other measurement techniques also. However, the dependence of contact pressure on friction was not found during the experimentation. Based on the FEM simulation results
87
, the cutting chip shapes were studied with two different Coulomb coefficients of friction, 0 and 0.25, keeping the other cutting parameters constant. Figure 11 indicates that the shape of the chip is strongly influenced by the friction coefficient. The chip obtained a curl shape when the friction coefficient was not considered, whereas the high-friction coefficient minimized the curling shape of the chip formed in the metal cutting. This phenomenon can be identified by considering the tangential stress. Kang et al. 105 carried out the FEM simulations and experiment on micro-end milling process to evaluate the cutting forces at different process parameters. They considered the material-dependent normal and tangential stresses to evaluate the coefficient of friction. The springback effect was also considered. Aramcharoen and Mativenga 85 investigated the size effect in micro-milling of H13 hardened tool steel. The size effect was characterized by the ratio of the undeformed chip thickness to the cutting edge radius. The specific cutting forces increased exponentially with the decrease in the size effect. The ploughing effect and elastic deformation became dominating when the cutting edge radius was higher than the undeformed chip thickness. Afazov et al. 106 simulated micromilling process by employing the Coulomb's friction in the sliding zone and the constant critical stress in the sticking zone. They showed that the cutting forces increased linearly with the coefficients of friction. The ploughing effect was pronounced. However, they did not consider the material dependency in the friction model. Recently, Joshi and Bolar 107 presented 3D FEM simulations to study the machining of the thin-wall component with varying wall constraints. For simplicity, the frictional interaction between the cutting edge and the workpiece was modelled as per the Zorev 100 model. The sticking and sliding friction conditions were applied between the tool and the workpiece. The sticking friction occurs near the cutting edge contacting with the workpiece, whereas the sliding occurs far away from the contacting area. However, they used a constant value of the coefficient of friction of 0.17. In fact, friction has been used as an adjusting parameter by several researchers.
Ultrasonic-vibration-assisted machining
In this subsection, the dependence of the friction coefficient on ultrasonic-vibration-assisted machining (UAM) is discussed. The UAM of metals was first carried out in the late 1950s.
108, 109 Skelton 108 mentioned that the use of ultrasonic vibration of the cutting tool in the turning process reduced the cutting forces significantly. This may be due to the reduction of friction between the tool and the workpiece or the localized reduction in the mechanical strength of the workpiece material. For this, pin-on-disc tests were performed in order to support the friction theory. The frictional forces acting on a block of metal in contact with ultrasonic-vibration-assisted rotating disc were continuously monitored. A significant reduction in the frictional forces was observed. On the other hand, the tensile test of a material was also conducted by imposing the ultrasonic vibration. The mechanical strength apparently reduces when the material is deformed plastically. A renewed interest in UAM started from the 1990s for macromachining and micromachining of the difficult-to-machine materials. The literature contains studies on one-dimensional (1D) as well as two-dimensional (2D) UAMs. In 1D UAM, the cutting tool undergoes harmonic motion in one direction (mostly in the direction of the cutting velocity with an amplitude less than 20 µm and frequency in the ultrasonic range). In 2D UAM, the tool undergoes simultaneous harmonic motions in two directions, thus moving in a circular or elliptic path.
Only a few researchers attempted to study the effect of friction in the UAM processes. Mitrofanov et al. 110 employed a modified shear friction model in FEM simulations. However, a rigorous validation of FEM models with experiments at different cutting conditions and materials is needed.
Jamshidi and Nategh 111 performed an experimental study of the conventional turning and ultrasonic turning using Al 6061 as a workpiece material. The reduction in the normal force and friction force at the tool-chip interface was found to be 19%-82% and 24%-76%, respectively. The coefficient of friction in the ultrasonic-vibration-assisted turning (UAT) process at the tool-chip interface was assessed as about 39% higher as compared to the conventional turning (CT) process. Amini et al. 112 studied the effect of friction and tool wear at different machining parameters. They found that the UAT process initially formed the micro-dimples on the contacting surfaces, which reduced the averaged coefficient of friction, wear rate and adhesion.
Dixit et al. 113 developed a simplified mathematical model to assess the cutting forces in both CT as well as UAT processes to obtain the cutting forces using velocity-dependent friction coefficient. In their model, the friction force decreased with an increase in the cutting velocity. The velocity-dependent friction coefficient was evaluated in an inverse manner by minimizing the error between the predicted and experimentally measured cutting forces at two specified cutting velocities in the CT process. For ensuring the accuracy of the estimated friction, the cutting forces were compared with the experimental results. The inverse model provided a reasonable accuracy in determining the cutting forces during both CT and UAT processes.
Challenging issues
It is evident from the review of the literature that enough study has not been carried out on friction in manufacturing. Although there are some experimental studies indicating that friction in micromanufacturing can be an order of magni-tude higher than that in conventional manufacturing, there is hardly any dedicated friction model for micromanufacturing. The pocket model explains only the difference between the lubricated and unlubricated conditions. As per this model, during dry forming, the frictional behaviour may not be significantly dependent on the size. This is contrary to the intuition and observations. There is an urgent need to develop a model considering surface roughness, grain size and mechanical properties into account. There is also a need to develop inverse methods for determining the parameters of the developed friction model. Friction testing procedures specifically suited to micromanufacturing need to be developed. At present, the literature contains various contradictory observations. For example, the effect of temperature, surface roughness and ultrasonic vibrations on friction is far from clear.
Conclusions
This review article attempted to draw the attention of the researchers towards friction in micromanufacturing. The issue of friction is often ignored due to its complexity and sometimes due to its deceptive simplicity. Even in the conventional manufacturing, friction has not been investigated properly. In the area of micromanufacturing, there is a serious lack of models for estimating the friction. Although a lot of research work is going on in the area of tribology, the findings are not percolating to the area of micromanufacturing. There is a need to carry out synergistic research in micromanufacturing and tribology. Only then it will be possible to realistically simulate micromanufacturing processes.
